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Abstract: This is a report oh some of the results which appear in [DSY 90]. A canonical
ring homomorphism from the Burnside ring n(C') of a finite cyclic group C into the
Burnside ring n(G) of any finite group G of the same order is exhibited and it is shown
that many results from elementary finite group theory, in particular those clainung certain
congruence relations, are simple consequences of the existence of this map.

Theorem:
Let Gf be a finite group and let C' denote the cyclic group of the same order

n. There exists a ring homomorphism

a = a(G) : fl{C)->^{G)

from the Burnside ring fl{C) of the cyclic group C into the Burnside ring
H(G') of the group G with the following property:

. for every subgroup U <:G of G and every element x G ^(Cl ) one has

yu(a(x)) =yc^{x)

where yu(<x(x)) denotes the number of [/-invariant elements in the
virtual G-set a(x} and C\u\ denotes the unique subgroup of order \U\
mC.

Remark:

This theorem gives a precise conceptual interpretation of the observation
([Fr 95], [Hu 67], [Wa 80]) that quite a few elementary, 'but important results
in group theory can be proved by comparing systematically certain group
theoretic invariants of a finite group G with the same invariants for the
cyclic group C of the same order.
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The Burnside ring of a finite group

For a finite group G we define its Burnside ring ft (G') to be the Grothendieck
ring of finite G'-sets. It is generated as an algebra over Z by the (isomorphism
classes of ) finite (left) G'-sets X, Y,..., subject to the following relations:

X-Y = 0

X+Y-(X\JY) = 0,
X-Y-{XxY) = 0.

if x s y,

The elements of Q(G') are the virtual G-sets, i. e. , the formal differences
X -Y of (isomorphism classes of) finite G'-sets X, Y.

Burnside numbers and the associated canonical homomorphisms

Consider now for any G-set X and every subgroup U of the group G the
subset

Xu :={x^X\u-x=x for all u e U}
of (7-invariant elements of X.

The mapping
X^^u{X}:^#XU

which associates to the G*-set X the number of [/-invariant elements of X

(its Burnside number with respect to the subgroup (/) extends to a canonical
ring homomorphism

yu : »(G) -^ Z.

Note that in particular one has

yi (X) = cardinality of X

if 1 = {1c} denotes the trivial subgroup of G.

Essential properties of the canonical homomorphisms

. For U, V <, G one has yu = W if and only if U and V are conjugate
in G (U^V).

. For x, x' £ n(G') one has ̂ >u{x) = yu(x') for &\\ U < G if and only if
a; = x'.

The canonical injection of the Burnside ring into the ghost ring

Consider for each a;   O(G') to the map

u yu(x)
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from the set Sub (G) of all subgroups of G into Z. Then

a; h-4 (£7 i-> yu(x))

provides a canonical homomorphism y? : ^(G) -> Q(G) from the Burnside
ring into the ghost ring

n(G):=Zsub(G)/~
of G, consisting of all maps from Sub(G') into Z which are constant on each
conjugacy class of subgroups.

This homomorphism is injective and allows to interpret the Burnslde ring
Q(G!) as a subring of the ghost ring fl{G).
The canonical basis of the Burnslde ring

For every subgroup U of the group G one has the G'-set G/U := {gU \ g ^ G}
of left cosets of G module U. It is transitive and every transitive G-set is
isomorphic to one of this form.

Since every G-set decomposes uniquely into a disjoint union of transitive
G-sets, the (isomorphism classes of the) coset spaces GfU form a Z-basis of
fl(G') and every element x   f!(G) can be expressed as a linear combination
in the form

x=^' ̂ [xY-GIU
U<G

with uniquely determined integral coefficients ^u{x) G Z, satisfying (J.u(x) =
p,v(x) for U~V. The prime attached to the summation symbol ̂  indicates
that the sum extends only over a system of representatives of the conjugacy
classes of subgroups of G.

Calculating Burnside numbers

For every element x of the G'-set X denote byC?, : := {^  G | fira; = a;} the
isotropy group of a;.

. If / : X -> y is a G-map mapping the element a- £ X to the element
y   y then G^ ̂  Gy.

. Vice versa:

If X is a transive G*-set and if Gx < Gy then there exists a unique
G'-map mapping x to y.

. This provides a canonical bijection

HomG(G'/V, X)^Xy f^f(V}

which specializes for Y = G/U to

(GIU}V ^ HomG(G'/y, GIU}
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. Hence:

yv(G/U) / 0 if and only if there exists some element g ^. G with
V c 9Ug~l, i. e. if V is sub-conjugate to U {V^'GU).

Note that Auta(G/U) operates freely on G/U and that Auta(G/U) ^
No(U)/U. Therefore

Vv{GIU) = #{gU^G/U\VgU=gU}
= (Na(U) : U) . #{U' ̂ G\V^ U'^U}.

Hence for a given element x   n(G') a subgroup U of G

. is a maa-ima/subgroup with fiu(x) / 0

if and only if

. it is a maximal subgroup with <fu{x} -^ 0

and for such a maximal subgroup one has

yu(x) = ^u{x) . yu(G/U) = fiu(x) . (Na(U) : U).

An application for p-groups

The unique representation

x=Y. ' ^X}-GIU
U<G

existing for every x   n(C?) implies in case that G! is a p-group:

V^) = ^'f^u(x) . (G :U)
U<G

= ^o(a-) = Vo(x) (mod p).

Corollary:
If y is a p-subgroup of an arbitrary finite group G and if £/ is a subgroup of
G with an index (G* : U) which is prime to p, then

yv(G/U) = ^{G/U) ={G:U)^0 (mod p)

and therefore V is sub-conjugate to U (V^cU).
Corollary:
If Sylow p-subgroups exist in G', they all must be conjugate in G and every
other p-group must be sub-conjugate in G to each of them.
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Proof of the Theorem

Let /3 denote the map from Sub (G') into Sub (C<) which associates to every
subgroup U of G the unique subgroup C\u\ of C which has the same number
of elements as U. Then clearly, ft induces a ring homomorphism

7 = 7(G!) :"(C')-^ ̂ (G) s^^so/3

from the ghost ring of C into the ghost ring of G such that

Vu(a(x)) =(^c|u](a-).

Hence the Theorem just claims that 7 maps the subring n(C7) of ft((7) into
the subring fl(G) of O(G') and that a is precisely the restriction of 7 onto
fl(C).
To prove that ^(Ct(C)) is already contained in fl, {G) recall that for every

'x\ . ' .
finite G-set X and every natural number q the set | ) of all subsets Y of

X of cardinality q is also a finite G!-set relative to the G-action

Gx
fx> <x^

:{g^^g-Y^{g-y\y^Y}.

Using these G!-sets for the regular G-set X :== G/l the Theorem follows
immediately from the following two observations:

Lemma 1:

7 maps (c/l}   n(C') C fl(C) onto f(9/l) e n(G') C n(G').

Lemma 2:

If Jn :={c? N I c? divides n] denotes the set of divisors of n then the family

(c? £ Jn) of (7-sets forms a Z-basis of f!((7).

Lemma 1 in turn is an immediate consequence of the well-known fact that

the Burnside number ipu{ 'G/l\ ), that is, the number of £7-invariant subsets

of cardinality q in G'/1, depends only on q and the orders of G and of U.
This fact is expressed more explicitly in the following
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Lemma 1/:

For every finite group G', every subgroup U of G, and every 9 G N one has

if I [71 does not divide q,

otherwise,

 

((T))=rf(G;^
q/ [\<1/\U\

In particular, if |C/| = 9, then

^(f ^) ={G:U} and therefore

^f^), ^^,
{No{U): U)

= (G : Na{U)).

Proof of Lemma 1/:

. y   _ is [/-invariant if and only if Y is the union of right cosets

Ug CGoiU in G.

. Hence such a subset Y exists only if \U\ divides q.

fGll\u fGI\>. In this case the set ( / | of (7-invariant subsets V in (1 cor-
q ) - \ q

responds in a one-to-one fashion to the set | ,, ", I of subsets of
\<ll\U\)

U\G := {Ug\gG G} of cardinality q/\U\.

f((?:c/)V. So its cardinality is of course , i'^i i as stated.

Proof of Lemma 2:

For every d, d' 6 J^ we have integers

such that

^,d'=^, (["^j)GZ

ic/, 1} = E ^' . c ic,.
d't

and we have to show that the determinant of the matrix

M :={tZd,d')d, d'eJn
is a unit in Z.
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In view of Lemma 1 we have

. yCd>( ,? )) = ^ unless c?/ divides d.

. Hence, we have also ̂ d, d' = 0 unless d' divides d.

. Therefore M is a triangular M. a.tnx (relative to the obvious ordering of
Jn according to which d comes before d' if d is smaller than d').

. In addition, we have

^=^((^/1))=(C:^(^))=1,
so the main diagonal of M consists of one's, only.

Hence the determinant of the matrix M is indeed equal to 1.

Remark:
Rather than using exterior powers of G-sets, that is, the G-sets of the form

, introduced by H. WIELANDT [Wi 59] ] in this context, we could as
q

well have used the symmetric powers, that is, the G'-sets of the form

s^x) := {/:x -^No I E W = ?}'
x^X

used by B. WAGNER [Wa 80]. As before, the value of yu(Sq(G/l)) depends
only on g, |(9|, and \U\ and vanishes unless |?7| divides q, and the family
Sd(C/]. ) (d   Jn) of C-sets forms a Z-basis of ̂ {G).
Corollary 1:

For every divisor d of |G'| there exists an element Xd   n(G) satisfying

Vu(xd) 'di
0 c

if d divides (G : U),
otherwise.

In particular, tlu(xd) = 0 unless d divides-(G : U) and

l^u(xd) =(G : NG(U)) = #{gUg-1 \ g C G}

if (G:U)= d.
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Proof of Corollary 1:
Put Xd := a(CIC\G\/d)- Then one has

. Vu{xd) = Vc^(C/C\a\/d) = (C : C\G\/d) = d if C\u\ C C\G\/d that is, if
the index d of C\c\/d in C divides the index (C : C\u\) = (G -. U) of C\u\
in C.

. Vu{xd) = 0 otherwise and therefore also fiu(xd) == 0 if rf does not divide
(G: U).

. ]f(G : U) = d, then U is a, maximal subgroup of G with p, u(xd. ) ^ 0
and therefore

^u(xd) =
Vu(xd) d

(Na(U) : U) ~ (Na(U} : U)

JG;, y),,, = (G : ^(y»(Nc(U): U)

equals the number of subgroups in G which are conjugate to U in G.

To derive the next three corollaries we follow essentially the ideas of B. WAG-
NER [Wa 80].

Corollary 2 (Sylow):

Every divisor d of |C?| is the greatest common divisor of all indices (G! : U}
of subgroups U in G which are divisible by c?, that is, we have

d = g. c.d. ((G:U)\d divides {G : U)).

In particular (or, as well, equivalently),

. if \G\ = d-pcl for some prime p, then there exist subgroups U ot G of

index d and hence of order p".

In case |G'|/c? is a power of a prime p we can exploit this argument even
further to derive:

Corollary 3 (Sylow, Frobenius):
If a power p01 of a prime p divides the order |G'| of a finite group G, then the

number of subgroups V of order p° is congruent to 1 modulo p.
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Proof of Corollary 2:
Write Xd G n(G) in the form

x^Y. '^u{x,)-GIU= E/ ^u{xd)-GIU
U<G U<G, d\(G:U)

and apply yi to derive

and consequently

d= S/ ^u(xd) . {G : U)
U<G, d\(G:U]

de E/ z. (G':[/).
U<, G, d\(G:U)

Proof of Corollary 3:
Put d := \G\/pa and divide the above equation

d = E/ M^)-(G'^)
U<G, d\(G:U)

^/ ^u{x,)-(G:U)
u^o, |[7|eJpa

by d to derive

" .. /^ (G!:t/)
1 = Z^' f^u{xd)-

U<G, d\(G:U)

E' ^u(xd)-^
[/^G, |[/|£Jpa

S ^u(xd)
[7$G,|(/|=p»

E/ (G--Na{U))
U<, G,\U\=pa

E' #{gUg-l\geG}
{/<G', |t7]=p°

= ^{V^G\ \V\=pa } (mod p).
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Cauchy-Frobenius-Burnside congruence relations

To derive the next corollary let us recall that for every x e H(G) one has the
so called

Cauchy-Frobenius-Burnside congruence relation

^V^(x) = 0 (modlG'l).
S6G

By additivity it is enough to verify this just for x = G/U (U ̂  G) in which
case a standard computation yields

E V(s)(G/U) = ^ #{/i£/   G/U | 5/1^ = hU}
9G. G ggG

E #{9^G\ghU^hU}
hUeG/U

E \hUh-l\
hUeG/U

= (G :U)-\U\ = \G\
= 0 (mod \G\).

with the Cauchy-Frobenius-Burnside relation Corollary 1 yields
Corollary 4 (Frobenius):
Every divisor m of the order |G'| of a finite group G divides also the number

#{9^G\gm= 1}

of elements g in G', whose order divides m.
Proof:

Apply the Cauchy-Frobenius-Burnside congruence relation to x^ for rf :==
\G\/m to derive that \G\=d-m divides

Y. V(9}{xd) = E ^
ff6G g£G,d\(G:{g))

E d
9CG,\g\eJn,

= d. ^{g^G\gm=\}

and hence, dividing by d, that m divides #{g ̂  G \ gm =1}.
For more details, further applications and detailed references see [DSY 90].
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